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CONTINUING THE DEVELOPMENT OF CAREER:

INTRODUCTION TO A SYMPOSIUM

David V. Tiedeman
ERIC ClearInghouse in Career Education

Northern Illinois University

Professor Nancy K. Schlossberg and I presently serve together on the

Commission on Mid-Life Careers of the National Vocational Guidance Association.

The charge of this Commission is to stimulate interest and study in the continu-

ing development of career. Our Commission is pursuaded that careers never

stop; only people stop careers. Careers are open phenomena; only life is an

open phenomenon subject to close at some time. People can close the careers

in their lives earlier or later. Our Commission is determined that this time °

be moved ftom its present early date to wished for later dates in life.

During 1.973 -74, our Commission determined that further effort should be

directed to scholarship on continuation in the development of career.

Professor Schlossberg. therefore devised this symposium in partial satisfaction

of that,purpose.
0

The present, symposium 1 continuation of development in career barely

scratches the surface of this big topic. llowever, with such a vast topic, even

surface scratches can have value if you have some idea of where you are

scratching and why.

Professor Schlossberg opens this symposium by reprinting a paper AV

yrepared for the American Vocational Journal. Her very succinct address of

'the career development of adults primarily examines the question."Why do

people 35 and over change jobs?" Schlossberg propobes many causes of this

phenomenon, but not ail causes relate to the loss of job or the downgrading

of opportunity. Instead, Schlossberg advances the optimistic position that



career change is a constant stimulated by healthy internal growth. What is

needed which is not now(in great supply is both consciousness and capacitation

of the personal power to change career.

Professor John L. Holland next makes a succinct summary of vocational

theory as he knows it. His distinctioh.betwedh developmental and structural

theory in vocations gives him a handy springboard to advance the conviction

that career can change in life, the change taking place within a structure

encompassed by his theory. Holland then discusses the implications of his

assumptions arriving at sev &ral suggestions for the practice of vocational

guidance in mid-life career development which augur well for effective and

far reaching service. He concludes with a plea for the further study of mid -

life vocational behavior, a plea in which I wholeheartedly join as long as we

recognite that well thought thrOugh ideas can have validity even though they

are 'not behaviorally studied.

Professor Elinor 'Waters takes off from the why and when of adult career

development advanced by Schlossberg and Holland, quickly disposes of the where

by espousing the view that we counselors should be everywhere in easily available

locations for adults, and spends the remainittg part of her paper presenting a

procedure whereby we counselors can actually help adults develop their careers

further. Waters' procedure takes off from the self as location of career and

empowers career constructionism in the self by advancing consciousness and

capability in decision making. She defines the clientele with which she has

worked, describes the context of the course in which she advances, career con-

structionism, and sketches in the content of'that course. Waters finds her

clients to be well satisfied with the experiences she offers in her course.

_Dr. Mary Lou Randour concludes the symposium with first an =;:ision into

the facts that women need and want to work and haven't had/too great opportu-

pities to do.so in satisfying ways,- and then with a delightful philogynous
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proposal; create a child service educational reward just as we have created

war service educational rewards. Dr. Randour lends seriousness to her propo-

sal of a Child Bearing Veteran's Administration by offering estimates of its

potential yearly cost and indicating how it might be both, done and financed.

I have above somewhat mapped the surface which this symposium scratches- -

philosophy, theory, practice, and a pressing problem, namely the severe career

needs of adult women. The' NVGA Commission on Mid-Life CaredY.s trusts that the

interest of NVGA members and friends may be sufficiently whetted by this first

of its exciff'ions into a prog#0 to continue career development that some

volunteers will step forward to carry on this interesting and socially highly

important work. Professor Arthur Hitchcock, State University of New York,

Albany, New York 12203, chairs this Commission.
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Career Development in Adults

Why do people
35 and over change jobs

by Nancy K. Schlossberg

Without question, work is of crucial im-
portance in the lives of most adultsas
those who suddenly find themselves un-
employed know only too well. But simply
being employed does not ensure fulfill-
ment, either People frequently find them-
selves growing discontent with their jobs.

Assembly-line boredom and "blue-collar
blues" are matters of concern to employers
and sociologists alike Wompn's centers
have sprung up on more than 400 college
and university ( .11111/t1W% in response to the
neecls and demands of women who feel
trapped as hOt1WWIVeS or as clerical
workers Moreover, dissatisfaction and a
desire for change are not limited to those

4 working at low-level or repetitious tasks.
It is possible, also, that too much

emphasis has been placed on negative
factors that influence career change The
Merrill Palmer Conference oh Adult De-
velopment at Wayne State University in
1965 brought to light ca es of career
change motivated by self-dIscovery, chal-
lenge, and determination:' an insurance
salesman turned school administrator; a
bus driver taking undergraduate courses in
sociology.

In studying adults who change careers
after age 35, Hiestand concluded that
middle age is a period of increased options
and continued development. People
change direction not because they are
forced to or have failed at their jobs, but
because of widening interests and height-
ened self-awareness. In a study of men 35
or older who were enrolled as under-
graduates, this writer found that adult
males were changing careers because of
emerging interests and needs, not simply
out of fear and desperation.

Career Change: A Constant

Studies of adult career change are few
and usually limited in scope and size of
sample. Among the handfulAre Bingham's
study of teachers in the proce4s of

becoming counselors, Mill's study of
ministers leaving the ministry, Roe and
Baruch's research on men and women in
the Boston area, and the author's study of
adult men enrolled as undergraduates.

The paucity of empirical research on the
subject might suggest that career change is
rare, that only persons of' extraordinary
strength and determination can get out of
a job they dislike and into one they find
satisfying. Yet it is literally tr4b that career
change is a constant in adulthood. Every
human being constantly makes changes,

',even when remaining in the same job. Of
course,Ahe degree of change is often slight.

Using Holland's occupational clas-
sification scheme which differentiates oc-
cupations by area of interest and by level'
of educational development, one finds, for
example, that a move from bus driver to
sociologist represents a sizeable change in
both basic interest area and education
level, whereas a move from parking lot
attendant to dry cleaner represents a

miniscule change to a different interest
area and somewhat higher educational
level. The point is that both of these moves
do represent chance, and the person who
makes them is also changing activities, co-
workers, and self-definition.

Super's three-dimensional classification
system provides another framework for
examining change. In this system, occupa-
tions are classified according to field of
activity, level, and enterprise. Level reflects
in part the degree of training or education
required, and enterprise is the setting in
which the work takes place. A coupselor,
for example, might work in a high school,
hospital or private employment agency.

Super defines change as any movement
from one slot to another. It would be pos-
sible for an employee to move from one
level4to another,, up or down, and still
remain in the sae enterprise in the same '
field, or move from one interest field to
another and still remain in the same enter-

,.
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prise at the slime level Or the employee
could move from one-enterprise to another
and stay in the same field and at the saw.
level. All of these changes bring the worMr
into new situations requiring new sell-
assessments _

Regardless of which classification
system is used, Super's or Holla-nd's, the
notion of degrees of change can be more
realistically applied to adults than the
notion of abrupt and radical change
Although radical change is more dramatic,
small changes are far more common, and
from the point of view of the adults who
experience them, dramatic enough.

Indeed, even if pne stays at the same
level in the same job for a lifetime, there is
still a sense in which one undergoes
change. In his study of managers and tech-
nical specialists, Soffer pointed out that
careers are age-graded, and that a person
who does not move upward while peers are
doing so, experiences "career disappoint-
ment."

The pain of such disturbance is twofold:
It is painful "to discover that one is not
going to have the role which one has
rehearsed," and it is painful to lose face
with one's colleagues. Evea if one's job
does not change, one's self-concept does.

Vocational Maturity Is Ageless

In the past it was taken for granted that
one chose a career early in lifeusually at
the point of graduation from high school
and was then locked into that choice for
good. As a result of this kind of thinking,
most vocational theorists have focused on
school -age, children and adolescents. Con-
sequently, career development of adults
has been overlooked.

Recently we have come to recognize
that middle age is not necessarily limited
to maintaining one's achieved position,
nor is/it the "beginning of death in life."
For many people it may be the time for a
concept built on years of personal change
to emerge. Yet we still do not have a firm
theoretical base. for looking at career
development in adults.-Nor is there much
empirical data on Which to base such a
theory.

One exception is the work of David
Sheppard, who developed an Adult Voca-
tional Maturity Inventory based on Crites'
concept of vocatidnal maturity. After ad-
ministering the Inventory to 200 adult
males; Sheppard concluded that "in`any ,
large heterogeneous sample of adults,-

there are individuals who represent all
levels of the maturity continuum."

Vocational maturity, is a relevant con-
-struct for understanding adult career de-
velopment in that it encompasses several
processes relating to vocational life, not
just the work activity itself. The mature
person, whether 10, 20, or 50 years of age,
is one who is involved in the choice
process, able to make appropriate de-
cisions by first considering exnanded alter-
natives, then narrowing down the options.

The point is that vocationally mature
persons are open to continuous charige
in self and in situationand are in control
of their vocational destinies.. That such
control is rare was dramatically revealed
by Anne Roe and Rhoda Baruch in their
study of adults who changed jobs. Their
most striking finding wak that the adults
studied did not feel in control of their
careers. They attributed their work changes
to chance, rather than to planning such as
organizing and interpreting relevant career
information.

The construct of vocational maturity
helps to judge an individual's sense of what
Rotter calls "locus of control." It is

hypothesized that the more individuals
feel self-directed, the more vocationally
mature they are. The goal of adult
guidance might be to intervene in ways
that stimtfate involvement, orientation,
and independence in career decision-
making, and thus put adults more in
control of their destinies.

Meaning of the Congruence Model

Theories about the determinants of oc-
cupational choice, vocational maturity,
and career satisfaction are many and
varied, ranging all the way from the psy-
choanalytic to the sociological, and vary-
ing in their emphasis on such factors as
family background, peers, interveners, and
options. One dominant theme in most
theories is congruence.

In Marriage and Work in America,
Veroff and Feld write: "The major principle
that has guided our work is: to the extent
there is congruence between the strength
of a motive and the poisibilities for the
motive to be gratified in the role, there will
be satisfaction and ease in role per-
formance, and to the extent there is poor
meshing there will be problems in the way
individuals react to the role."

The notion of congruence is not original
with Veroff and Feld. Pace and Stern in



their initial studies of the impact of college
on students, applied the concept to stu-
dents and their college environment. For
example, if a student with a strong need for
orderliness is enrolled in a college with a
highly structured environment, the rewlt is
congruence of "need and press." But if this
same student were enrolled in a college
with a permissive environment that
emphasized independen,study and self-
cfirection, the result would be dissonance.
Dissonance is defined as "an unstable
needs-press combination."

John Holland's theory of vocational/ development, which is based on this
model, has some applications for counsel-
ing adults. Although his initial classifi-ca-
tion sCheme was derived exclusively from

-4 research on eolleg students, the latest
revision is based on more heterogeneous
sample, incl ins ployed adults.

Holland c ssifies the world of work into '
six major subgroups: fsalistic, investiga-'
tive, artistic, social, enterprising, and con-
ventional. He has refined this scheme by
devising a system of classifying individuals
according to the same six subgroups By
completing the Self-Directed Search
relativery simple instrument designed t

assess :occupational interestsadults an
students can match their personal orient
tion with specific occupations listed in th
Occupations Finder, published by HollanIcl
and Nichols in 1972.

i

As Holland notes, this scheme permits
explicit definition of the degree of conflict
which people may be undergoing. For ex-
ample, students with a personality orielta-
tion of "realistic" would experience li, tle
conflict if they decided to go into engineer-
ing or farming, both of which are classijfied
as realistic They might encounter sOrne
difficulty, however, if they chose to Major
in chemistry, which is investigative, oil law,
which is enterprising.

Why is one person's code incongruent
with his or her coded career or college
major while another's is -not? What Makes
for this mismatching? Several answers are
suggested' ....

First, people may make inappropriate
initial choice because they lack selfi-knowl-
edge or because they do- not have
adequate information about occupations.
Many high school and college, students are
talked into certain career chOices by
parents, teachers, or friends. Many low-
income -people enter the first training
program, or, take the first job tl at comes

along, and many women accept conven-
tional assumptions about, their capabilities
and "proper place," and thus limit their
choices to supposedly feminine occupa-
tions. In short, many people simply are not
in control of their occupational destinies.

Second, one's personal life or experience
may render an initially congruent career
choice incongruent. Mills points, out that
the norms of a specific occupation often
make unanticipated deMands that an in-
dividual ,cannot ,,meet. For example,
harmonious marriage is an occupational'
norm for ministers, but not fo'r lawyers or
dentists. A, minister whose marriage is

failing may find it too uncomfortable to
remain in the ministry. It is not always pos-
sible to predict how one's personal life will
affect one's career.

Third, interests may ch nge over time.
According, to Holland, a rson is not
necessarily locked into a particular per-
sonality' classification. Both individual
needs and environmental options can and
do change along with age, familysstatus,
and other factors. Thus, an initially con-
gruent careero choice may become in-
congruent. One of the strengths Of the con,,
gruence model is that it allows for such
change rather than just attempting to
predict it.

'Holland does not assume linear and
sequential career development: prepara-
tion for a field, entrance into it, achieve-
ment, and retirement from it. Instead he
conceives of a person's life as a series of
coded choices that can be studied for their
patterns, stability, and mathematical re-
lationships. His model assumes neither
stability nor change in adult career de-
velopment. It explains why, change
occurswhy some people feel satisfied
with their jobs while others are discontent
and motivated to change.

It should be pointed out that the con-
gruence model has limitations when ap-
plied to women. Holland's occupational
classification system has been criticized on
the grounds that it is based too heavily on
yesterday's world, when women were
severely restricted in their choices.

Putting It An together

Because vocational development theo-
rists have concentrated' on pre-adoles-
cence and adolescence, and have
negleCted adulthoodparticularly middle
agewe are Mt with a vacuum in career
counseling for adults. A beginning must be

8



made. The ,following points represent a
start toward a framework for understand-
ing career development in adults and plan-
ning career development programs for
them.

, The concept of vocational maturity is
not necessarily related to chronological
maturity, but can be applied to every age
group. The vocationally mature poison is
one who is actively involved in the choice
process and in his or her vocational
destiny. As a person's situation and self-
concept changes and develops, new voca-
tional decisions may he required. The
process of exploration, involvement, and
orientation are recurrent and continuous
throughout life.

Change of some sortslight or
drastic, voluntary or involuntary is char-
acteristic of all careers, and all career
changes introduce people to new situa-
tions requiring new self-assessments.

The most useful construct for under-
standing career development and job
satisfaction is that of congruence, as de-
fined by Veroff and Feld, and Holland. The
congruence model can servep a-guide for
intervention. Dissatisfaction or dissonance
with one's work environment is not vague,
but concrete. It can be specifically
defined. As adults discuss their problems
with counselors, both can begin to pin-
point the causes -of dissonance. This
clarification can be the first step in explor-
ing ncw career options, formulating new
goals,)and finding the means to implement
those goals.

The concerns of adults will push us to
devise a career development delivery
system for adults through community-
based settings, in which community-based
counselors will act as educational brokers
between adults and community resources.

Educators, and particularly voca-
tional educators, should become facili-
tators of adult development -and. lead the
way for promoting growth-expanding
activities. The implications for counseling,
testing, and education are tremendous. We
can begin by helping children dreain in
elementary school.. We can continue
stimulating dreams through adulthood by
making flexible entry and exit a part of
existing training programs. People can
have several opportunities to test out the
kind of persons they are, the kind of life
they want to lead.-The concept of a second
career opens the door for continued pos-
sibilities. 0
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APPLYING VOCATIONAL THEORY TO ADULT PROBLEMS
b

John L. Holland
Johns Hopkins University_

In fifteen minutes, I will try to summarize the main implications of

vocational theory and current knowledge to the career,..develcipment of adults.

My identification with asingle point of view makes me an ideal person to

provide a balanced overview. In addition, I believe, I am the only test author

to have been attacked by both men and women. (I am indebted to Dr. Campbell

for this insight.) In short: it is important for yowto remain alert and

skeptical so that you will not be taken in by my opinions and interpretations

about these controversial topics.

I will start with a brief overview of vocational theoiy, then I will offer
111

some interpretations of the scientific evidence about careers, and last, i

will indicate some implications o current theory and,knowledge for adults.

Vocational Theory

Our understanding of careers has been increased by two main strategies

for explaining careers. One strategy has been to study the process involved

in making vocational decisions, especially the antecedents (planning, self

knowledge, occupational information, work attitudes) that lead to good or bad

decipions. This strategy of determining how an individual's personal develop-

4

ment leads to related vocational behavior has strong general support. In

principle, all human behavior is in part a function of earlier behavior. Con-

sequently, it is emigently rational to prepare young people to make wise

career decisions, to train people in-decision-making, and to provide adults

some of the same experience and training.

Unfortunately, the-deveIopmental,strategy provides only vague guidance

for dealing with
7\

adult vocational problems. Most of the research has cone/en-
.
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trated pn adolescents:. Likewise, the assessment tools are also limited,pt

present to youth.

The counselor needs to know what interventions introduced. when.willlha e

what effects. As of now, we don't have this knowledge. Instead, the cou selor

must search through a large collection of ,hypotheSes from life stage spec la-

tion, developmental psychology, and occupational sociology and make a go .d

guess about a helpful approach. The develOpment of specialcprograms or

treatments for adults must also rely on this largely untested collection of

promising ideas.

A second strategy has been organize or structure occupational a d career

data by means of occupational'classi cation sChemed and typologies. This

strategy grew out of Parson's old guidance formula: analyze the pers

lyze the job, match persons and jobs according o a person's capebil tie nd 0,

a job's demands. This matching formula in its o d and net clothes vas enjoyed

a long history of empirical success: Classificat ons have been us ful in

demonstratingthat most carpers.haveva stable or orderly quality a ng college

students and nationally representative samples of toth young and lder adults.

This strategy has produced most. of our! useful g idance devic s (the

Strong Vocational Iniereit Blank, theKuder Preference Record), end stimulated

0" the. development of numerous vocational aptitude test and occupational classic

fication schemes. The recent development of a simula ion devie to substitute

for the typipal vocational counseling experience is an then illustration

/

ofthe practical values inherent in the organizational trategy. The Self-

Directed Searchsimulates the vocatipmaLcounspling process With a pair of

. 7
booklets. Without a well-worked out typology, the SDS w ul no have been

possible. The ease with which other workers have used th structural strategy

to imitate the SDS or 'to organize occupational materials it another vivid'
. ,

illustration of its practicality.
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In general, the structural strategy is useful inlIk.argar counselidg because,

it provides tested methods and tools for organizing personal, and environmental

information in similar terms so that the user can gain greater, control over

his or her life. Likewise, structural schemes can be used to expand Tple's-
ii

vocational alternativ s and to organize developmental activities. Finally,

because most have a point of no return, structural or typological

strategies provide a convenient and studied. framework for making decisions.

4#The alternatives are endless developmentaractivity or ad hoc theory construc-
C)

*tion for which average person has neither the time not the talent.

Unfo unately the structural strategies lack satisfattory or, tested ex-

Tlanati s of how le grow up:and select occupations or.move from job to

job over a )ifetime.

To summarize, both the dev opmental and structured strategies are required

to cope with tletnderetanding Ccareers. In a sentence, one does abetter ,

job of organizing. information a out persons and occupations, and the other

doses a

help.

better jobjobof outlining how peciPle get there and what-treatments might

Some Sub;tantive Themes

,The evidence a t vocational life is truly voluminous. As an economical

way to bring this informatidn Aearon adult careers, it is helpful to recall
1

n interpretations or themes which have comprehensive and strongsome co

svport

MU

in the literature.

People's aspirational and wary histories are characterized by a. con-

tinuity of purpose and intent.

2. A person'is career is over-determined by multiple personal and situa-
CI

tional characteristics.

3. People chap jobs, despite a general stability ,o vocational behavio-
dZ)

if 0
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because neither people nor jobs are in a perfectly stable-state., In

short, people le4rn and change. Likewise, the'institutions in which
;

'4c./jobs are embedded grow, prosper, or decline. Thus some' discrepancies

between the person and the worleenvironment are inevitable, and to

4

some degree unpredictable. There are ten more of these gene Al in-

terpretations but these first three will allow.te,t6 illUstr to how

4eArr'ent oWledge has a direct being on the delivery of-vocational

':assistance.to adults.

k
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Practical ImpliCations

The interpretative thies imply that,adults cant profit, from .translation

materials or vocational centers. whiCh emphasize such materials and strategies.

.

Translation materials are materials which show people how their current

assets.(interests, aptitudes, competencies, self-conceptidna) are related to

special vocational opportunities. Interest inventories are translation devices.

CoRnselors function as translation devices when they perform vocational assess-

'ments afid give occupatidnal information. Translation materials work well

with adults because large proportions are clear about who.they are and be-

cause they can ant on appropriate information about educational and occupa-

tional possibilities, if they can be given inexpensive and easy access to the

neceasary information.

The structural devices and typologies provide many.tools and organizational

.plans for making translation materials practical. The evidence about the

general' stability of vocational behavior lends credence to the probable success

of such an approdch. Without-a general stability of.human goals, values,

competencies and interalata, the structured or4entation would not work A well,.

In addition, the structuring properties of translation materials are often

useful because they provide a clarifying structure for confused people.

. The structural strategy is, of course, not enough. There are many adults

whop cannot make prpfitable use of structural materials, because they are con-

fused.about the elves," excessivelyidependent, Uneducated, crippled'by long

periods of-unert oyment, or for other reasons. For these persons, devel%-

mental strategies are moreappropriate.

4f we had a good diagnostic scheme for identifying the most useful there-

peutic or experiential assietance, the developmental strategy would be an

economical and efficietft approach. At this time, the counselor must'spin a

'roulette wheel of hypotheses ebqut middle-age crises, emptying the nest, aging,
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sexual d unction, sex role1socialization, long7term unemployment, non-exis-.

tent career ladders, prejudicd, et.c. If you are looking for a second career,

a clarifidation of some of these diagnostic and treatment hypotheses would be

itY

-)a bonanza for adults and their counselors. I would appreciate the. elimination

of some of these hypothetical problems. As a lifelong hypochondriac, just
4

hearing about the problems I mightier should have at my age is distressing.

At any rate, I am pessimistic about changing adults on a grand scale.

I am optimistic about some promising instructional strategies to motivate and

train adults to cope with vocational,. problems. Adkins, at Columbia, has

developed a clear rationale for instructional experiences and materials to

assist adolescents and aditts in personal development, citizenship, and voca-

tional decisions. His report (Adkins, 1970) should be required reading.

.

Although I take a dim view of systems experts, they occasionally speak

English. For example, one said recently that the way to help a lot of people

. is to find some inexpensive, routine method or methods which help a large, not

small, proportion of the population. Adkins' approach'is a good illustration

N.)

of this principle. This remark leads me to my last topic--the need to get

organized.
ow.

Unfortunately, the vocational counseling of adults is like that for adoles-

cents--incomOlete, haphazard, and expensive. If we make a greater effort to

get organized, we should be able to serve more adults. This effort should pro-

4
ceed four vy6: first, we must look at our local high school, college, or

adult center to see whether or not the full rangeNof translation services is

provided, and if not, are services linked to other services so that there is

a complete and efficient chain. from "I was wondering, what to do" to "You can

a 4
get jab at this address." In short, the individual programs and services need

A 4

4
to be assembled, missing pieces must be found or invented.

15



Second, We must be.n to think in terms of providing levels of assistance

rather than giving everyone the complete physical whether they need it or not.

Everyone doesn't need everything. Recent report's"), Nolan (1973) and Krivatsy

(1975) indicate that so-called superficial help can be as useful as counselors

for some purposes. Third, counselors and adminislrators need to engage in

more orderly monitoring and evaluation of their services so that more effec--

tive,service becomes routine. Fourth, the exchange of poems and anecdotes

as exemplified by a few professional magazines is not a substitute for evalu-

ation or research. We need to engage in more research about vocational be-
.

havior. That will give us better knowledge of what interventions, introduced

when, will have what effects. When we can provide answers to these questions

based on replicable\research, we will be able to provide more effective voca-

tional guidance.

16
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INTRODUCTION

The previous papers have clearly identified the need for creative ca eer

counseling for adults. And on a more personal level I suspect post of you

have at some time since you defined yourself as an adult, at least contem-

plated and probably made some rather d2amatic career changes. If you haven't
,t(r

experienced it personally you've certainly known people who have. So I'm not

going to really deal with the why or the when qu'estion in our program title.

For me, that's simple. Why? - because adults want and need it, as career

changes become more and more common and as we begin to view middle age as a

time of new options 'rather than as a time to peak and hold on. When? whenever

they want it, as people of all ages and stages can benefit from good counseling

-whenever they hit a time of change or of crisis. Where? In easily available

locations,. Outreach programs may be particularly helpful as a' starting place,

for women who have been out O'f'he work world for a long time and somewhat

reluctant to go to a Univer6i1 setting, or for senior citizens who are more

comfortable trying new activities in familiar settings.

Mostly I want to concentrate on the part and describe the six

session career development program which the Continuu Center has developed for

adults considering job,changes,or re-entry into the educational- vocational world.

*Many of the ideas and riiograms described here are.the work Of Sylvia Walworth,
and Jane Goodman, colleagues of mine at the Continuum Centex'.

18
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1

postulates a cyclical rather than linear approach to career development,

d is oriented to teaching processes and skills. The basic thrust of the

nter's'program is embodied in the familiar parable "Give me a fig` and I'll

e.t for today. Teach me to fish and I'll eat for the rest of my life." The

g al of the course is to help participants to become more self-directed in

ploring and planning their careers, and to provide them with the necessary

tIols so that they can be self-directed.

In organizing the program, career, was broadly defined.

M Daniel's (1974) view of the need for total life-style planning influenced

u. to encourage participants to consider their leisure as well as educational

a d vocational preferences. Our experience and Super's (1957) well known thesis

tidt career decision making involves the implementation of an individual's self- E-7.

concept prompted us to make self-exploration and assessment a basic component of

the course. Toward that end much emphasis is given to the process of values

clarification. Because the underlying goal of the course is to teach participants

processes of vocational exploration and of decision making, emphasis is also

placed on *techniques for gathering and personalizing information. Holland's

division of the world of work into six areas (Realistic, Investigative, Artistic,

Social, Enterprising and Conventional) is used as a unifying classifAztion scheme

for presenting occupational information (Holland, 1966).

As a starting point in encouraging personalizing of this information we
4

encourage lients to think about where they are with respect to Tiedeman's paradigm,

that is to deeide whether they are in the process of exploring alternatives or

looking for ways to implement an already made decision. (Tiedeman, 1968) Clearly

this affects next steps for both counselor and counsel

Gelatt's (1962) view of decision making as a cyclical process provides a basic

framework for the course. In each session' participants collect information about

19
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themselves and/or the larger world through the use of vocational interest. in-

yentories, worksheets which focus on past and present experiences or future goals

and encourage assessment of1individual strengths and skills, by listening to

resource people or consulting educational/vocational resource materials. 'Partici-

pants are encouraged to assess all information gathered in terms of their values,

which have to be defined and ranked as a preiude to making choices. Throughout

the course participants are encouraged to make some decisions and take actions

based upon these decisions. We emphasize that this decision making.procees is

cyclical, learnable and self-directed.

CLIENTELE AND FORMAT OF' THE COURSE

Before"giving you details of the'content of this course let me describe our

'clientele and,,the -format we use. The people who come to our programs range in

age from'their Mid 20's to their mid 50's. Most have at least some college pork,

with fewer having only a high school diploma and a small numbei having post

graduate work. Generally, the participants are married with children and the (%

family.incomWis above $10,000 per year. However, a significant number of the

female enrollees are either recently divorced or widowed and for thek economic

crisis may be imminent. Clearly this is also true of some of the unemployed people

who may soon represent a much larger share of our clientele.

The Continuum Center offers both day and evening programs in Career Development

and the clientele of these programs differs. In the day program, offered for

women only, the typical participant is not-currently employed. She may have both

the time and 4e money for vocational training but faces a basic decision. as to

whether, and if so when, she wishes to re-enter the work world. Frequently, she

is evaluating the amount of time which-she feels she can be away from her family

and the degree of commitment she is willing to makeo'her own.creer.

2 0
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The night program, typically, serves men and women who are currently employed

but dissatisfied with their work situation. Generally, these participants are '

deciding whether to risk a career change and may be weighing current job security

and family responsibilities against their desire fora more fulfilling job or

greater personal enrichment.

Although the day and night courses have- different populations, both groups

require a careful exploration of values and priorities as well as an appraisal

of economic realities: Therlfore, the basic format and thrust of these programs

is the sane

Each contains six, three -hour sessions meeting on a once or twice a week

Abasis. At the sessions, participant spends about. half of the 'time in the large

group and the other half in small groups of 5-8 members, led by one or two trained

group leaders. We have found the combination of large/aud small group time to be

extremely helpiulto, our participants. The large group presentatidn's maximize

information giving'and,'in the small groups, participants have a chance to talk

4.

about how the ideas and information pre %ented relate to their own particular

situation. Such sharing, is facilitated by the fact that the group. leaders are

peersof the clients - men and women who have been through a Continuum Center

program as clients and'then been selected and trainedoin counseling techniques

and principles of group work. Group leaders are also given special training.in

how to effectively use the materials of the career development course. Prior

to each session with clients group leaders melt with a professional staff member

to discups the day's agenda and the progress and problems of their clients. (For

more information on the procedures for selecting and training peer counselors,

qee Waters, 1972.) But the groups offer much more than the realization that

other people are also dissatisfied with their jobs, worried about being obsolete
.

21
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or forgetting how to study. At .each seSsithl participants are encouraged to

make a commitment to their roup as to what action steps they will take before

the next meeting and repo on their progress. In thisty.g.roup members

se v as a source of encou agement and support for each Other. Often group

membe s share the information gathering tasks and pool their resources.

miter

COURSE CONTENT

orthe. most part our career.development program uses standard tests and
0 .

als rather than custom-designed ones. We have adapted them to meet the

needs of an adult clientele. For example, in using Holland's Self Directed.

Siearch (1970) we find it helpful for participants to use the Occupations Finder

prior to taking the inventory. Their first assignment is to look through the

Finder, and cross out all occupations which would be unacceptable to them, under-

fine those occupations which they think would be interesting to them, star five

occupations about which they would like more information, and write one thing

which intrigues them about the starred occupations. In this way, the Finder

serves as an expansion tool increasing a participant's occupational vocabulary.,

Additionally, the participant identifies his or her likes and dislikes, makes

choices, ranks these choices, clarifies values, and begins the decision-making

process again by seeking information on the five chosen occupations. Another

reason for putting the Finder first is that it gives the client more control.

She or he starts the process rather than just following test directions and this

fits in with our overall program goal of encouraging self-direction.

Also, using the Finder first seems to minimize the anxiety felt by some

adult6 in taking thr Self-Directed Search and lessens the tendency to see only

the undesirable jobs in their resultant code. This "negative,selectivity" or

propensity to focus on jobs they would not like to do, or are not trained to do,

is lessened because they have already learned, how to examine a job in terms of

4
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its components, not just its title. F ally, for the patticipants who are

currently employed, thie use of theT nder sometimes leads to the discovery
o 't%

that theirstrong occupational ,prefer ences remain in their current' employment

area. They can then examine what # out ,their present situation is creating dis-
t

satisfaction an what steps can' realistically be taken to improve their situation.

After si the Finder,,participants-ere asked to fill in the Inventory so

they have an opportunity to evaluate their abilities as wellas their interests.

Our course includes two other standardized instruments, the Strong- Campbell

Interest Inventory (1974) and the Wonderlic Personnel Test (1970). In adminis-

tering the SCII we emphasize t at it is a test of interests, not abilities or

aptitudes, and encourage parti ipants to think of ways of using those interests

avocationally as vocationally. The Wonderlic is, used as an example of

a personnel placement test, which is included for ditgnostic purposes, so that':

participants can identify areas of strengths and`weaknesses and also to provide

an experience in taking a timed test which many adults, particularly those who,

have been out of the work world, may not have had for some time.

Values clarification is a pervasive and cumulative component of this course.

Two of the exercises used are adapted from Simon et al (1972), the Forced Choicg

exercise and the Twenty Things You Love to Do*strategy. In the forced, choice

exercise participants are asked to indicate whether they consider themselves t

be moreLd loner or a grouper, a spender or a saver, ,experimental or traditional.,

a leader or a follower, impulsive or deliberate. This exercise is included as a.

.way to help people see that
o

they can make decisions and that these decisions car

be linked
)
to bccupations. It begins the process in a relatively non-threatening

way.

In .-the Twenty Things exercise partiCipants are, asked to libt.20 things they

love to do and then to code those-activities by indicating which activities they

'23
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Ne
prefer to do alone or with other people, which cost money each time you do them,

which involve risk (emotional, intellectual or physical), which they usually
.

initiate, which requite planning, and which they think they would enjoy more

with training. They are then asked to star the five activities which they would

least like to give up,to indicate the date they last engaged'in the five starred

activities (a note of reality here) and to list one value which'is'partigularly

important for them in each of the starred activities. In their small groups they

have an Opportunity to discuss the relationship of the codes to the forced choice

activity (e.g. if they identified themselves as a loner rather than a grouper did

they have a preponderance of activities they preferredlto do alone; if they.

identified themself as a leader did they,list many activities which they usually

Alitiate). They are also encouraged to discuss the value of the identified

activities as they may relate to future educational,pr vocational goals or to

current vocational or,leisure time enrichment.
0

At other sessions participants are asked to-conduct a life review - to .think

.about things they did which really stand out as high points and to try to identify

the elements in those activities which were of particular importance to them, and

then.6 consider ways those eleMents can be brought into theit present or future

life. If I nay give a personal example, as I think of my elementary school life

4,
the high spot was having the lead in the 6th grade class play. While I to longer

entertain the fantasy of seeing my name on a Broadway marquee, I do find oppor-

tunities to get up in front of an audience. (Feel free to conduct a little review

of your own right now.)

In addition to the standardized instruments we have developed some worksheet6

which encourage people to relate their values and goals to current reality factors,

in their life and to future goals. For example we ask them to make two "time pies"

(circles in which the wedges indicate percentages of a typical day which are

spent in various activities). One shows how they currently spend their time, the

'24
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I

other shows how they would like to spend their time. In small groups Vh670disgliss

what steps they have to take to attain their desired time schedule. At'a:Iter.

!

session they axe asked to think about how they would like to speve a typital'day

five years from now.

As resources for this course we use standard vocational/educational iRformation;

encourage participants to interview people in.fiels they ore considering; and

bring. in speakers who can discuss employment trends, educa io al opportunities

and human resource needs as well as give information on resume writing and employ-

ment interviewing. We tryeto.select speakers with whom our clientele can idtntify,

men and women who have made mid-life career changes.'

As most of you know there is not an-abundance of occupational information

which is specifically_ geared for adults. The Catalyst Se'ries (1973), which in-
tl

eludes pamphlets on educational and career opportunities as well as self-guidance

material, is useful mature women who hav7 had at least some college training

and for, men who can learn t. ive with feminine pronouns. Clorly women have had
It

to make parallel accommodatie s for-a longtime. Bolles, "What Color is Your

Parachute: A Manual for Job Chan (1972), has some excellent suggestions

for people at the professional and ipagerial level. Of course we use standard
r-

materials like then Occupational Outlook Handbook and the Dictionary of Occupa-

tional Titles, Civil Service announcements, and the Occupational View Deck sold )

by Chronicle Guidance Publications, Inc. (1972).

Another technique we use is to ask everyone to find someone in a field they.

are considering and talk to that person about their work. The job description

forrie use as the basis for this interview contains a series of standard

questions regarding an occupation --e.g. educational requireme s, salary,

necessary skills, duties performed in a typical day. Again a_ important factor

'd)

for our participants is that they seek the information first hand, rather than
.

7
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read it; they are responsible for setting up and conducting theinterview.

This fits'in-with out goal of encouraiing self direction. k8eyeral action steps
:-

are invotved here - the client must iftate a person to interview, decide how tIO

contact the person and when t6 int4vifttehimar her. This 'apprdac provides
ant

clients with the reinforcement Of having ta4cen action, the'perspective gal.&
_,

Ifrom a site visit, an opportunity to assess the requirepents,for the'jpand
P .

Ift
Imake a potential. to e contact. Fbr women who have4koen out of the jobs market,

this Visit provides an experience in talking,to someone about a job, and at some

level' a chAce to rehearse for a future job interview.. ---i

.
. v. , 4

In our sessions we also include practice ii modk,employmentfor%dmission

interviews, and build in some assertiveness trainini so that applicants Will-be

Ole to moreconfidentlybiandle dif lt questions from a potential emplfter.

A

tt

CONCLUSION

Ln evaluating the career dev'elopment program partivipants generally express

a thigh degree of satisfaction With 7hefprogram,' the teas and exercises used and

.

the steps they took. We think there are several reasons for this. First of all ..

they have set their, own goals and considered alternative ways to meet theM. They ,r
4-4

have learned a decision making process and had a supportive inilieu in which to
I

en
practice it These e;sentfal ingredients captbe duplicat ith other adull p pu-

eP

latlions: while, the exact agenda and format of.our program clearly need not be'.

it,

Depending on the institutional'setting and the needs of the adult population to
.1 < Ir kv --

.

be served, appropriate modifications could be made. For example we place 1 '
..,4 J

. t

1 participants in small groups because wt find a sztirtive atmosphvre is created
.

IP' r - , . 0.

in these small groups and because we have a number-of well trained group leader
4 / ,

whom can facilitate discussion. . You might prefer to establish leaderless groups

4,

.

.

or not to includ *small group's, and encourage open discussion in the large group.
,,

.,
. 26 ,,. .
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,Our grOups are formed on the basis of educational level, because we have
/

41-1 educationally heterogeneous group and have found that problems arise when

the educational levels within .a group are extremely diverge. If your group is

more educatidfia ly homogeneous, You may, wish to gboup on other bases-or let the

participants select their own groups.

imagine that such logistics are not tie crucial.issue. What seems to be
J" w

important is to create an atmosphere in it is for adults to 'seek

help and to have some kind of a systematic approach.by which counselors can

deliver'servites to their adult lients;

You've alr heard the.bromide, "you can't teach an old d g,new tricks," that

is Often used as an excuse for inaction on.the part ofadults. My answer is
,

le.non sense: it depends on the dog, the tricks. and the teach or coUnseli ,

.
.

. .

strategy, and-that puts a lot of responsibility us as adult counselor.

r

P
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Part I:. Separate But Equal?

)
Psychological Separation.

There are numerous indicators that men and women live

in two different worlds. In theii now famous and frequently

quoted study, Broverman, Vogel, Broverman,Clarkscn, and Rosericrartz

kA
(1972) show that there is a remarkable agreement between

( professional therapists and lay people alike on the

psychological traits attributable to th'e male and female

role in our society. In brief, what men are supposed to

be, women are not--independent, competent, objective, and

What women are supposed to be, men are not--

sensitive, warm and expressive. ,There is a perceived

clear division, with little or no overlap, of the way to

be a man or a woman.

Cultural Separation

If the expecttion is that the sexes differ psycho-
,

logically, what does a cultural approach, suggest? It has

been proposed that the sexes live in two different cultures,

with "distinctive group identities, adaptive patterns; and

world views" (Lee and Gropper, 1974 p. 370). Some of the

distinctive features of these two cultures are: 1) accul-

turation - males and females are socialized differently;

'2) communication patterns - females and males have different

30



expressive styl ; 3) physical gestures - characteristics

differ by sex; group affiliations - there is a long

2

tradition for both formal and informal groups to separate

by sex; 5) dress customs; 6-) cultural artifacts - toy

preference, personal ornamentation, personal effects differ;

7) roles; 8) games and avocations; and 9) competencies

(Lee and Gropper, 1974).

Occupational Separation

However, the separation of women nd men is never more

'clear or more striking than in the occupational world.

'There are several clear indicators of this, which include

(1) the magnitude and durability of occupational segre-

4
ation and (2) the characteristics of jobs that women hold.

.,

,
, . ,

Magnitude and Durability. The magnitude can be

measured by looking at the dispersion of 'women in the work

force by gross occupational categories and !dlthin particular

occupations. In 1970, the distribution of women in non-

agricultural industrial occupations places them in three

occupational groups--30% are in service jobs, 21% are in

blue collar operative jobs, and 33 1/3% are in white colla2N.

clerical sales jobs. Of the 14% in professional-teChnical"

jobs, 3 out of 4 are either teachers or nurses (Waldman and

McEddy, 1974). What this means is that about one-half of

31



all women workers Are in occupations which. are more than

70% female (Stevenson, 1973).

And even when-males and females are in the same occu-

pational category they tend to separate by sex. In public

education, women are predominantly elementary school

teachers, men are high school teachers and adiardstraimm atalllommas

(Frazierl & Sadker, 1973); female physicians tend to be

pediatricians and psychiatrists; women architects go into

residential design and women engineers into industrial

engineering, while femaie lawyers'doncentrate in trusts

and estate, real estate and domestic relations (Safilios-
,

Rothschild, 1972).

To understand this phenomena in more precise terms, an

exact measurement of sexual division within the world of

_work was developed by Gross, who devised an Index of

Segregation. This index, expressed in percentage points,

shows the percentage of women who would' need to change

occupations in order fOr the female to male ratio in each

occupation to resemble the female to male ratio in the

work force in general (Stevenson, 1973). In 1960, the

Index of Segregation was 68.4% (Ferriss, 1971, p. 115).

That means that 68.4% of working women would have to change

their jobs in order for the male/female ratio in occupatiOns

to be the same as. the ratio in the labor force.

32



But the durability of occupational segregation is as

important an indicator of its strength as is its nagnitude.

The distribution of women into three major occupational d

groups remains unchanged since 1940. That most women are

in occupations that are 70% female has been a fact since

1900. And the Indek of Segregation has not decreased

since 1900, but increased lh percentage points (Ferriss, 1971).

The expression "we've, come a long way baby" is not

only hackneyed, but"inaccurate.

Characteristics. The jobs that women hold often have

certain characteristics that are peculiar to those jobs,

and that'make them distinct from the jobs men hold. For

example, women are concentrated in jobs that require

(1) traditional housewive6 tasks; (2) few o'r no physical

activity or Hazards; (3) patience and routine; (4) rapid

use of hand's and fingers; (5) a cultural orientation;

(6) contact with young children; or (7) sex appeal (Wilensky,

1968).

These characteristics do not`req an instrumental,

acting out mode of behavior, but rather an, expressive and

receptive style. Bernard (1971) aptly describes this

female style as performing a "stroking function...(which)

can be traCed...throughout the social structure, in the
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family, at work, at play, and in social life generall:

Ap.'8p-90)- The stroking function helps, supports, under-

stands, and agrees,. It qpcourages'and rewards. In short,

it makes the recipient feel comforted and more important,

Results. A major result of occupational segregation

is lower wages for women. In order to egplaln how this

operates, economists discuss the concept of the "crowding

hypothesis" which "argues that the.major 'reason for the

low wages of women workerb is that they are crowded into a

limited number of occupations, and virtually denied access

to all other occupations" (Stevenson, 1973, p. 89).

Because of this crowding,' the competitive pool for an

occupation.is inflated, thereby deflating the pay. Occu-

pations open to 'men have the possible competitive pool for

an Occupation artificially deflated thereby increasing

salaries.

The facts of lower wages for women are as follows. In

1972, the full time average woman worker earned only 58%

as much as her male counterpart (Sawhill, 1974, p. 1). It

could be argued that this figure is overly pessimistic as

well as inaccurate since the gap between wages may be

attributable to a different work background for women.
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However,' when work experience, education, and job status

are taken into'ccount, women still only earn 62% as much

as their male counterpart (Suter, 1973).

One last example. It is June, 1970, and you are a

female college graduate with a major in accounting. You

can expect to start at a salary f $746/month. If you are

male, however, you can xpect to Start at a salary of
21,

$832/month.. And, 'if yo4 field waS,christry, eomics,

engineering, liberal arts, or mathemStics, the results are

the same--you can expect less pay'from your entry level

job if you are female (Kreps1, 1 71).

Implications. Low)sr wages for workingyomen affect 35,000,000

workers or almost 40% of the work force- (Women's Bureau,

U.S. Department of Labor, 1974). Most of these 35,000,000
0

women workers are working for the same reasons men do --

because

)

they must. For example, 60% of working women are

widowed, divorced, separated, single, or their husbands earn

less than $7,000 a year (Women's Bureau, U.S. Department of

tabor, 1973) .

Ch'anges in the Americsn famly'S profile indicate that

more women will probably be working in the future because

of necessity or from choice The ivorces and births put-

single women is increasing.

In 1960, there were 35 diVor ed persons to every 1,000

married person By 1974,-,that f' re almost doubled to

35
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63 per 1,000 (U.S. .Bureau of the Census, 1974). The rate

of births to unmarried women hap increased steadily since' *.
4 I.

1940.(Ferriss; 1971). And the nuMber of single women has

increased dramatically,most notably in the 14-35 age

bracket, which is a tithe When women and mon traditionally

have married. Whether this i7rend'portends a commitment to

singleness or a delay in first marriages is unclear (U.S.

ureau of Census, 1974).

All' of the abovetstatistics suggest that more women
(

,will be working due to necessity; but more also may be

working in the future by choice. There is a gradual trend

to marry later (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1974), and when

married, to have fewer children (Ferriss, 1971). biminished

child care responsibilities will allow more women to

participate in the occupatiOnal world and to have longer

occupational lives.

In summary, women .occupy a, segregated position in the world

of work that confines them to a narrow range of occupations.

The result of this restriction is lower pay and status for

working women. At the same time, the changing profile of the

American family suggests that more women will need to support

themselves and /of their families than ever before and more

women will be able -to work.
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However, our vision must broaden'beyond counseling

approaches, materials, and programs because the most

skilled individual efforts and the most brilliant

.programs cannot change the institutional structure

in which the client *Loves. It is unrealistic fo

expect, or hope, that an individual clipnt can make

effective use of career counseling when faced with

the same institutional barriers thatexisted bpfore
./

counseling.

Any prolap strategy should, then, seek structuralsed

change, and in doing so eliminate current barriers to

women's reentry into education and work. Before this

strategy is described, let us briefly examine some

of these barriers.

0

Child Care Facilities. The lack of sound and enriChingi

ti

child care facilities\p certainly a major handicap to women's.

entry and reentry into the market place. In 1970,- 52% of the

women in the labor force,had children from.6-17 years of

age; 32% had children under 6 "(Schultze, Fried, RiVlin and

Tieters, 1972, p. 256) Yet very few working mothers use d

care centers. In 1970, 10.5% of children under 6 of working
-

y

mothers were in day care centers and leJothan 1% of children

between the ages _of 6-14 were (Schultze, et.al., 1972, p. 261):
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In-depth questioning ,of -working mothers, shows that they have
- I

'a varietp,of concerns about their child care arranqements.

They worry about the safety of their Children, 'sp difficulty

of making satisfactory arrangements for children under 3,

about transportang them to distant locations for care,

inflexible hours of centers, what to do with a mildy ill

child, and cast of care (Schultze, et.al., 1972): Although

.child care is of paramount importance to working mothers,

.the, automatic answer does not necessaEily reside in mare day

cake centers. Child care can rfer to all forms of group

care, including creches, infant day care centers; nurseries,

kindergartens, day care centers, child development pkograms,4

family day care ana care of children ,private home's when

it is partially-or fully financed by a governmental or

private (organization's program. More study and thought must

be:given before policy is forthuiated on group child care

(Roby, 1973). What is evident, though, is that attention

to this problem is needed for millions of working mothers,

and even mor¢ children.

Part-t e Work. During the past 10' years the rate

of increase of part-time employment for adult women,has

increased dramatically (Greenwald, 1974). It is a safe

atsutption that, the rate would be even larger if there

..werebmare part-time jobs available.



1.

However, not only are part-time jobs hard to find,

and limited to few,loccupations, but'they do noI-provide

the same benefits--pay, holidays, insurance--as full

time work. Carol- Greenwald, a mother, par(t-time worker:

'and Assistant Vice President of the Feder-1-\Reserve Bank

of Boston notes:

sales

painters their brushes,

(

The most pressing research need is
to show that a variety of jobs can
be handled successfully on a part7
time or flexible hours basis
that there are reaI,'theasutah
benefits to firms, which more:.than
offset any administrati7e inconvenience.
(1974, p.i.5N'N

I

Tax Law. Costs of producing income are deductible--'

Pl.sons may deduct their car

Another cost of produc

based on family incom

d entertainment expenses,

and employers their \employees.-

g income -- childcare- -has de'duction

which is a limitation other. bene-

ficiari:P of this deduction do not encounter. This allowable

child care deduction is Opt helpful, because to claim it

requires itemizing tax returns, something low income people

do n t do. For example, the amount of child care a poor

family could afford does not get them above the standard

deduction. And for a fathily in which the man earned $2.0,000

and the woman $10,000, the economic benefits to the woman,

after all deductions and exiDenses are taken into account,
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(I.amounts to $46.180ayeik or-$1:15 an hour (Cohen, 1975).

LOW. Wages/Occupatio al Segregation._ There .w411., be
'P _ .

little,inceltive for wom n to work, for 'those who have'
.

,

a choice, if occupations open t4rwomen are of low y
I

and pre ige. Low wages place an unfair burden on thc)se

who must, or want, to work

,

A Philogynous\Pko*)Sal. have a philogynous.proposal,.

.

to make that will bF prSented byWay of:an analogy.

Educational benefits under' the G.I. Bill are awk.ded'

thee who have served their Country. By either enlist'

or beidg drafted (at one time) into the erlice, young men
, _

and some women, interrupted theirN'educational and occu-.

(/)

-

4 sN.
t

ip:tional.careers. 7For this sacrifice,' and for the
,

service--

. .,

tdk,their country,Ahey, may be'rewarded with money for schooling

needs, veterans preence points under Federal Civi11Service,
4

financing assistance when buying a hcime, and other preferential

treatment in hiring and. school admissionspolicies.

The value placed on this service by society clearly

and concret ely aemonsttated.
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Spokespeople for societal values stress e importance.

of another type of service performed by a grow of people.

These people also interrupt their educational and occupational

careers. Some enlist, most are drafted. They taiserChildren%.

.But the value placed-by society for this servi ovis less 4

clear. A lot of lip service is girn tojthe importance of 7,

child rearing, but little else. To the Co
I /

stay home "to raise their children---end the

trary, those who

afire usually

women--are penalized. This experience is not counted when

job experiences are enumerated, and loss of continuous

rl

employment,depresses`end impe?.ils tenure and promot onal

possibilities..

It may be appropriate to reward those who interr pt.

their eduction and occupational lives to protect thei

counfty. But surely the service rendered by smothers, wh

sacrifice and contribUtion to social welfare is as, great,

se

also should be rewarded in as tangible a way as G.I.'s are.

My philogynous proposal is this: Women, or men, who

have interrupted their education or work in order to raise

their children would be eligible to collect education benefits,

as G ..I.,'s are, for entry and reetry into edu tion.

A
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This entitlement would allow millions of women, who

returned to dead-end low paying jobs after railing their

children, the opportunity to obtain training for more pro-

ductive and satisfying work. Other women may nbt resume

work because it would not be economically profitable n-

'sidering their potential earning power, and yet they could
4 Ja

not afford t9 return to school to better place4hemselves.

4

These women would be able to afford to return to school for'

career preparation, too.

Andther possible effect of this.entitleMent, since its

reward does .not depend on gender, might be to ntrurage, men

to assume child rearing responsibilities. If ild rearing

had a financial r w d men may be motivated to assume this

role more of n for o reasons: 7(1)-it would provide_money

to those wih would like to return to school, but cannot

afford it, and (2) the value and attractiveness of a task

is often enhanced when there is financial "reward.

But mostly this entitlement would put our ective

money where our societal mouth is. If raising children is

really important, then society should demonstrate its

appreciation to those who do this in a tangible way.
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Some points to be discussed are: Who would be eligible?

How long would benefits last? How much would they be? What

type of educational programs would-be covered? How would

it be financed? What would be the cost? Let me suggest
ti

some first thought possibilities.

Who would be eligible? Puriqts might suggest that every

person who has stayed home to raise a child should be

eligible. While this notion may be idealistically appealing,

it is unrealistic in an economic sense. In 1974, there were

_51,478,000 women between the ages of 15-49, whi8b would

represent the ,pool of eligible applicants (U.S. Bureau of

the Census, Personal Communication, March, 1975). Obviously,

other criteria for the entitlement would have to be used.

One suggestion would be to limit it to .the child rearer in
M

families that have incomes of less than $10,000. There. are

33,000,000 women in families with incomes of less\than

$10,000 (U.S. Bureau of the Census,. Personal Communication,

.marth, 1975). This figure would be reduced, 'since some of

those women are past the child bearing yeais, and others

will never havA children. Let us roughly estimate then

that the number of possible applicants would now be 25,000,000.

Not every eligible applicant, however, will apply. In FY'74,

2.4 million peoplereceived educational benefits'under the
w.
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CG.I. Bill out of a possibl 9.7 million who were eligible,

or 28% of all possible eligible people collected (Veterans

Administration, Personal Communication, March, 1975). If

one-third of the pdssible applicants for educational benefits
IP

under this proposed entitlement collected, the total number

receiving benefits would ¶e 84000, Furth =r study' and .

refinement obviously is nee , but this f' re at leas

gives us an estimate to use as.wei further investigate the

implications of this idea.

How long would benefits last? 3uidelines used fbr

receiving the educational benefits under the G.I. Bill

-seem fair and could apply here. Therefore, benefits

could be collected for a maximum of 36-45 months.

How much would they be? The amount of educational

benefits under the G.I. Bill are $270/month if there are no

dependents, $321/month with one dependent, $366/month with

two dependents, and' after that, $22/month for.each additional-

dependent (Veterans Administrtion, Personal' Communication,

March, 1975)z The 'figure of 320/month could be taken as/

'a middle range figure with which to work.

Jo,
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What types of educational programs would be covered?

Again, the criteria used for receiving educational benefits

under the G.I. Bill seem appropriate to use here, at least

as a first cut. This means that those who receive specific

skill training, or go into vocational programs would receive

. them as well as those who enter colleges.

How wotad it be financed? A system of state and Federal

funding, drawn from public monies would be'used. An

additional funding source could be those financially,

successful graduates of this program who may be required

to pay back aiertain amount at no interest and over a4

long term.

What would be the cost? Using a figure of $320/month

per person, and figuring that 8 million people would use

these benefits for nine months, would produce an annual

budget of $23 billion. ;

Obviously costly this prepbsal could very well be ill timed,

since the pressure is now to reduce government spending. But

the underlying point of the proposal remains: tasks assigned

to, and performed by, women '11

be, rewarded in as tangible

our society are not, Tit should

way .as others are. Perhaps our
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government cannot afford a new multibillion dollar program.

Not all structural rewards must be money, however. At the

individual, local, state or federal institional level,

policies cold include the awarding of points in hiring

and/or school admissions to thope who-interrupted their

educational'or occupational careers to rear children. Or

child raising and community work experiences could be

credited as other work experiences are for hiring and

promotion considerations.

Even if the merit of the proposal is missed, I hope

its intent is not: institutional barriers to women's entry

and reentry into education and work must be enumerated,

examined, and eliminated.
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